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Near-infrared surface plasmon resonance sensing on a silicon platform
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Abstract

A novel surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing configuration equipped with a silicon coupling prism is described. Theoretical results
and experimental data are obtained to establish essential conditions of SPR excitation using infrared light in the Kretschmann–Raether
geometry with a thin gold layer as the supporting metal. We also compare sensitivities of different angular and spectral interrogation
Si-based schemes in models of bio- and chemical sensing. Possibilities for the miniaturization of SPR sensors using the proposed Si-based
configuration are discussed.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the impressive progress in the development of opti-
cal transduction biodetection methods over the last decade,
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has become a widely used
laboratory tool to study biological recognition and binding
events[1,2]. SPR sensor systems are usually implemented in
the Kretschmann–Raether prism geometry[3], as shown in
Fig. 1, with the use of visible light and a glass prism. How-
ever, the conventional dielectric glass-based SPR technol-
ogy imposes severe limitations on miniaturization of sensing
schemes. Consequently, SPR sensors are mainly designed
as bulky laboratory systems with the use of ultra-precision
stages and high-resolution equipment[4,5].

We have recently examined SPR dispersion characteristics
in near-infrared range (1100–2300 nm) of different prism
materials, including dielectrics (BK7 and SF11 glasses) and
semiconductors (silicon), and showed a possibility for the
reproduction of SPR effect on a purely silicon platform[6].
We reason that the use of such a silicon platform gives a
promise for the miniaturization of the SPR technique and the
creation of inexpensive and portable micro SPR sensors for
the field applications. This expectation is based on the ad-
vanced development of the methods for silicon microfabri-
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cation that can significantly facilitate the miniaturization and
integration of the sensor transducer, emitter, detector, and
processing electronics on a single Si-based chip[7]. In ad-
dition, Si-based technology makes possible the formation of
microfluidic systems and multi-channel arrays. However, the
implementation of the miniaturized SPR schemes requires a
detailed knowledge of parameters of the SPR production for
the silicon platform as a prerequisite, because silicon dis-
persion characteristics significantly differ from those of the
glasses[6].

In this paper, we present a detailed study of conditions
of SPR production and sensing characteristics of the sili-
con platform. Schemes with both angular and spectral inter-
rogation are considered in conditions of bio- and chemical
sensing.

2. Theoretical framework

SPR consists in a resonance transfer of pumping light
energy to a surface plasmon mode, coupled to collective
oscillations of electrons in a metal[3]. As existing at a
metal/dielectric interface, the plasmons can be represented
by the dispersion relation for two homogeneous semi-infinite
media:

kSP0 = ω

c

(
εm(ω)εs(ω)

εm(ω) + εs(ω)

)1/2

(1)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the SPR system with a silicon sensing prism used
in the experiment.

wherekSP0 = k′
SP0

+ iΓi is a wave vector of surface plas-
mons (Γ i is the intrinsic loss term),εm andεs, are dielec-
tric constants of the metal and dielectric sample media,ω

the wave frequency, andc is the velocity of light. SPR is
generally produced in the Kretschmann–Raether prism ar-
rangement scheme[3], in which p-polarized visible light is
directed through a prism with a relatively high refractive in-
dex np and then reflected from the gold film deposited on
the prism surface (Fig. 1). The conversion of the pumping
wave to the surface plasmon wave is achieved by matching
the projection of the wave number of the incident beam on
the surfacekx to the surface plasmon wave numberkSP at
a specific combination of the pumping frequencyω and the
angle of incidenceθSPR:

np
ω

c
sinθSPR= kSP (2)

The excitation of surface plasmon wave leads to the ap-
pearance of the dip in the angular (spectral) dependence,
depending upon the reflected light intensity. The dip posi-
tion is extremely sensitive to the dielectric constant of the
adjacent sample mediumεs, within a thin layer near the
interface. This enables to study bio- and chemical interac-
tions in thin films on gold, resulting in a refractive index
(layer thickness) change[1,2]. To characterize conditions
of SPR production, one should also take into consideration
the system perturbation due to the presence of the prism
and the finiteness of layers, which lead to certain change
of the wave number of surface plasmonskSP (Eq. (1)).
In this study, this perturbation is taken into account by
incorporating the loss term wave numberkr = k′

r + iΓr
(Γ r is a re-radiative loss term). As a result, the complex
wave vector of the surface plasmons can be expressed as
[3,8,9]

kSP = kSP0 + kr (3)

wherekSP0 is the wave number in the absence of the sensing
prism (Eq. (1)). A solution forEq. (2)through the pumping
wavelengthλ and θSPR enables the determination of the
SPR conditions. The reflectivity in the immediate vicinity
of the resonanceR and the width of the SPR dipWk can be

expressed as[8]:

R = 1 − 4ΓiΓr

(kx − k′
SP)

2 + (Γi + Γr)2
;

Wk = 2(Γi + Γr)

np(ω/c) cosθSPR
(5)

In this study, we consider air and water as two typical
sample media. The dispersion relation for water was taken
from Harvey et al.[10], with a correction factor due to weak
water absorption taken from the data of Kou et al.[11]. Dis-
persion properties of gold in visible and IR light were taken
from the data of Innes and Sambles[12] and Johansen et al.
[13]. The gold film thickness was optimized using equations
from Kurihara and Suzuki[8]. The optical constants for sil-
icon were obtained from the approximation of experimental
dependencies reported by Herzinger et al.[14].

3. Experimental

The SPR coupling system consisted of a silicon prism,
a gold film, and a flow cell, as shown inFig. 1. The flow
cell was empty or filled with deionized water, depending on
whether the sensing sample medium was air or liquid. The
gold film was deposited on the prism or, in some cases, on
a 0.5 mm thick silicon wafer, which was then placed in in-
timate contact with the silicon prism. Two silicon prisms
(p-type,ρ > 20� cm, Almaz Optics, West Berlin, NJ) with
a base angle ofα = 16.6◦ and 22.4◦, respectively, were
custom made for our study. Such prisms conditioned the in-
cidence of the laser beam onto the silicon/gold interface at
angles close toθSPR obtained from theoretical calculations.
Our tests showed that even prisms from standard doped sil-
icon were transparent enough in the near-IR 1100–1700 nm
range and the use of optical elements from expensive FZ
silicon with highest resistance and lowest light losses was
unnecessary.

The gold layer thickness (40 nm) was selected to provide
relatively low reflected light intensity with SPR sensing in
the range of 1100–1700 nm according our optimizations in
[6]. The SPR coupling system (with or without the flow cell)
was placed onto a rotary block of a variable angle spec-
troscopic ellipsometer (Woollam VASE® ellipsometer, J.A.
Woollam, Lincoln, NE) to allow for a very fine variation of
the angular prism position with respect to the optical path of
the ellipsometer. The system was illuminated by monochro-
matic p-polarized light with variable wavelengths, obtained
by passing white light through the monochromator. The light
reflected from the coupling system was analyzed by two de-
tectors, whose characteristics determined the dynamic range
of the spectral measurement from 193 to 1700 nm. The ex-
periments were performed with a configuration of a fixed
wavelength (angular interrogation) or incident angle (spec-
tral interrogation). The precision of angular and spectral
measurements was 0.005◦ and 0.1 nm, respectively.
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4. Results and discussion

Fig. 2presents typical angular reflectivity curves from the
theory (broken line) and experimental data (solid line) for
the gaseous (a) and aqueous (b) sample media. The presented
curves correspond to different wavelengths of the pumping
light. As presented by the experimental curves, the angles
were related to the prism/gold interface, while a slight light
refraction at the entrance to the prism was taken into account
as a correction coefficient. Essentially, the main trend of the
theory was well confirmed by the experimental data and the
calculated positions of reflectivity minima well correlated
with the measured ones.

The SPR effect on the silicon prism was achieved at rela-
tively narrow ranges of incident anglesθSPR of 16.5◦–16.8◦
and 22.35◦–22.45◦ for gaseous and aqueous sample media,
respectively (Fig. 2). These values were much lower in com-
parison with the glass prism case[6,15], due to a relatively
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Fig. 2. Typical angular reflectivity curves for the silicon prism in the
configuration of gaseous (a) and aqueous (b) sample media. The broken
and solid lines present the calculated and experimental data, respectively.

high refractive index of silicon (n ∼ 3.45–3.6 in the IR range
[14]) in comparison with that of dielectrics and the sam-
ple media. It is noteworthy that the experimental reflectivity
curves were slightly broader as compared to the theoretical
ones. In particular, forλ = 1200 nm the experimental val-
ues of full width at half maximum (FWHM) were 0.12◦ for
gaseous and 0.18◦ for aqueous sample media, whereas the
relevant calculated values did not exceed 0.066◦ and 0.16◦,
respectively. We recently showed that the relative broadness
of the experimental curvesWk is mainly related to a certain
roughness of the deposited gold films and a non-uniformity
of the film thickness[6]. The values of the curve widths for
the silicon platform were at least two-fold smaller than in
the glass prism case[6]. This agrees withEq. (5), showing
that the widthWk of the reflectivity curve is inversely pro-
portional to the prism refractive index. As shown inFig. 2,
the position of the reflectivity minimum was dependent upon
the wavelength of pumping light. For each wavelength, an
appropriate angle of incidence could be selected to provide
resonant conditions.

Similar SPR-related reflectivity minima were observed in
the spectral dependence of the reflectivity when the angle
of incidence was kept constant (Fig. 3). In this case, the
position of the spectral minimum was very sensitive to the
angle of incidence. As an example, in the gaseous medium
(Fig. 3a), only a slight decrease of the incident angle from
16.8◦ to 16.5◦ led to a considerable shift of the reflectivity
minimum from 1700 to 1100 nm. Another interesting fea-
ture was the appearance of two reflectivity minima under
sensing with aqueous sample medium, as shown inFig. 3b.
Such a feature was apparently connected to particular dis-
persion properties of silicon and water in the IR range[6].
Note that sensing with aqueous medium was accompanied
by a larger discrepancy between experimental and theoret-
ical results (Fig. 3b). This discrepancy could be minimized
by a further optimization of the gold layer thickness and a
more precise angle setting during the experiment.

The data for the SPR minimum position collected from
the angular and spectral reflectivity curves are summarized
in Fig. 4, which describes the resonant conditions for a si-
multaneous variation in the wavelength and the angle of in-
cidence. The SPR minimum angle and wavelength can be
generated from these plots by taking a cut parallel to the
Y or X-axis. As illustrated in this figure, in the air sensing
medium, the increase of wavelength was accompanied by an
increase in the resonant angle. This behavior was completely
opposite to the conventional case of the glass prism used for
SPR sensors in the visible and NIR[15]. In aqueous medium,
the behavior of SPR dispersion curves became more com-
plicated and intriguing (Fig. 4). The resonant angle initially
increased with an increase in the wavelength and reached a
maximum value atλ = 1400 nm and then decreased with a
further increase inλ. As a result, for resonant angles above
22.35◦ spectral dependences were characterized by the si-
multaneous presence of two dips, as illustrated inFig. 3b.
Note that our experiments with the aqueous sample medium
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Fig. 3. Typical spectral reflectivity curves for the silicon prism in the
configuration of gaseous (a) and aqueous (b) sample media. The broken
and solid lines present the calculated and experimental data, respectively.

did not reveal any features in 1400–1450 nm range, where
water has a slight anomalous dispersion. This dispersion was
probably not visible in the spectral curves due to their rel-
ative broadness. With the angular interrogation, we simply
avoided the fixation of the pumping wavelength in this range.

One of the most important parameters of SPR sensing
is the response sensitivity. We consider the “absolute” bulk
sensitivity that represents a simple angular or spectral shift
of the SPR dip due to a change in the refractive indexns. In
the angular interrogation scheme, the position of the resonant
angle of incidenceθSPRis recorded, while the wavelengthλ
is kept constant. As shown inFig. 5, in Si-based schemes the
resonant angleθSPR shifts to larger values with an increase
in the refractive index that is similar to the glass-based prism
case[13]. In typical biosensing conditions with refractive in-
dex variations between 1.32 and 1.4, the range of angle vari-
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ations does not exceed 2◦, which is, however, sufficient to
efficiently record the course of biological interactions. Since
SPR minima are relatively narrow in the case of the silicon
platform, one can measure the dip position with higher pre-
cision, and thus improve the resultant detection sensitivity
(for a complete description of such systems, many authors
use the so-called intrinsic sensitivity, corresponding to the
shift of the SPR dip divided by its width for a given change
of the refractive index[13]). Another important advantage
of the Si-based scheme is a possibility of measurements in
a wide dynamic range due to a relatively high refractive in-
dex of silicon. This extends the application area of the SPR
technique to a characterization of thin solid or polymer films
with relatively high refractive indices.

In contrast, in the spectral interrogation configuration the
response of the Si-based system appears to be opposite to
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the trend observed with glass. Indeed, for silicon wave-
lengthλSPR decreased with an increase in the refractive in-
dex whereas this wavelength increased in the case of glass
[6,13]. With a fixed angleθ, it was plausible to perform re-
fractive index measurements over a relatively small range
∆ns, between 1.32 and 1.38 as illustrated inFig. 5. Another
range of∆ns could be examined by changing the initial posi-
tion of the angle of incidence. Using such angle adjustment,
one may perform refractive index measurements in the same
dynamic range as for the angular interrogation scheme. It
is interesting to note that the bulk spectral sensitivity de-
creases when the wavelength decreases (Fig. 5). As we also
showed in[6], a further decrease of the wavelength down
to the visible range leads to an even larger drop in spec-
tral sensitivity for glass-based schemes. Therefore, near-IR
Si-based schemes operate in conditions of maximal spectral
response.

In real chemical and biological sensing experiment, the
bulk refractive index of the adjacent gaseous (ns ∼ 1) or
aqueous (ns ∼ 1.33) medium is almost constant, while the
thickness of the thin film on gold increases as a result of a
selective binding or recognition event. In the calculations,
we simulated the chemical and biological sensing processes
by using model layers withnfilm = 1.1 and 1.34–1.46, re-
spectively. Such refractive index values are consistent with
typical layers, which are used in chemical and biological
sensing[1]. Fig. 6 shows the calculated relative change of
the resonant angle�θSPR as a function of�d in the chemi-
cal sensing model. The response sensitivity depends on the
thickness of the model film with a maximum of sensitivity
between 150 and 400 nm. Nevertheless, the probe depth of
the near-IR Si-based scheme can exceed 1.5�m, which is
much larger than in the case of visible light (200–300 nm)
[4]. Similar results for maximum sensitivity and the probe
depth up to 1.5–2�m were obtained in the biosensing simu-
lation model. Therefore, SPR schemes with IR light should
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Fig. 6. Calculated angular response of the gas sensing system to the
increase of the thickness (d) of a model dielectric layer withnfilm = 1.1.

be more efficient for remote sensing applications. From our
perspective, this phenomenon might be used to monitor the
sensing event far from the gold surface and/or to detect in-
teractions of large objects with their receptors immobilized
on the gold surface. Deadly viruses and bacteria are two im-
portant examples of such bio-objects, which cannot be de-
tected by current visible-based SPR schemes.

It should be noted that sensing with aqueous sample
medium was characterized by the presence of two minima
in the spectral dependence atθ > 22.35◦ (Fig. 3b) and
the appearance of positive (atλ < 1400 nm) and negative
(λ > 1400 nm) slopes in the SPR dispersion curve (Fig. 4).
In the biosensing simulation, the increase of the thickness
of the model film withnfilm = 1.4 leads to a modification
of the SPR dispersion curve, as shown inFig. 7a. However,
the polarity of sensing response appears to be opposite for
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Fig. 7. (a) SPR dispersion curves in Si-based biosensing system for
different thicknesses (d) of a model dielectric layer (nfilm = 1.4). (b) The
corresponding spectral response of two SPR minima to the layer thickness
increase.
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the two minima. Indeed, the thickness increase leads to a
blue shift of the resonant wavelengthλSPR at λ < 1400 nm
and its red shift atλ > 1400 nm (Fig. 7b). In other words,
the distance between two dips become wider as the thick-
ness of the sensing layer increases. We reason that the data
collected from positions of two minima can be used as two
independent channels for a single sensing film under inves-
tigation. This phenomenon, granted by particular dispersion
characteristics of silicon, could help to control simultane-
ously both the refractive index and the thickness of the
biological film that is generally impossible in conventional
glass-based SPR configuration[4,5].

We believe that the implementation of the SPR sensor on
a silicon platform will enable to take advantage of methods
for silicon microfabrication in order to facilitate the minia-
turization and integration of a sensor device. In contrast to
the conventional glass-based SPR platform, Si-based tech-
nology widespread application of SPR technology from ex-
pensive and cumbersome stationary laboratory systems to
low-cost and portable microsensors with a simplified sens-
ing parameter (e.g., in terms of yes/no) and design. In par-
ticular, these sensors can be used for the field sensing (e.g.,
for the detection of dangerous toxic agents with the use of
biological substances immobilized on detachable slides) or
as a part of micro total analysis system (�TAS).

5. Conclusion

Conditions and properties of SPR production in the
Kretschmann–Raether geometry with the use of a silicon
prism-based platform are studied. SPR characteristics for
this platform can be significantly different compared to
conventional glass-based schemes due to a difference of
material dispersion properties. We also tested various sens-
ing schemes in models of bio- and chemical sensing and
discussed possibilities for the miniaturization and integra-
tion of SPR biosensors, using Si-based microfabrication
methods.
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